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Abstract. The static model is established based on the structural characteristics of closed loop 
gear transmission. The influence law of manufacturing and assembly error with load sharing 
coefficient was researched. The formula among transmission gear errors and load sharing 
coefficient is established. According to the formula of error coupling in the same angular 
frequency, transmission errors in closed loop gear transmission are coupled. The measure for 
reducing the transmission error is put forward. The study provides a theoretical basis for the 
design of high speed braiding machine. 
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1 Introduction 

The product of hose or cable has excellent property for tensile, bending, impact and wear by adding a layer or layers of 

mesh reinforcement layer. Mesh reinforcement layer is made by crossing the cable with each other [1-3]. Mesh 

reinforcement layer was often knitted by using knitting machine in order to realize cross cable with each other. The key 

part of the knitting machine is the mechanical drive system. Improving the transmission performance is part of the 

important ways to improve the speed and load of knitting machine. Currently, mechanical transmission system of the 

knitting machine is a closed-loop gear transmission at home and abroad. The closed-loop gear transmission is comprised 

of n gears. The number of gears is even, n≥4. Drive chain is made by n gears which are engaged with each two gears. If the 

closed-loop gear transmission exist transmission error, instantaneous ratio is changed. Asymmetric load distribution 

induces vibration and noise. The transmission stability of closed-loop gear transmission is reduced. Therefore, it is 

extremely important to study the relationship between transmission error and load. 

The domestic and international scholars have done quite a lot of work on a transmission error and load sharing 

capability of closed-loop gear transmission. The transmission error is decreased by a modification gear profile , increasing 

manufacture and assembly accuracy [4,5]. But most academic researchers have focused on a pair of gears or open-loop 

gear transmission. Load sharing coefficient is put forward. The relationship between transmission error and load sharing 

coefficient is studied [6-8]. But most studies have focused on open-loop gear transmission like planetary gear 

transmission. There is less study on the load sharing capability of closed-loop gear transmission. Therefore, there has been 

a long lack of studies on the relationship between transmission and load sharing capability  

The closed-loop gear transmission of knitting machine is investigated in this paper. According to the closed-loop gear 

transmission characteristic which is power split and converging, the static model of closed-loop gear transmission of 

knitting machine is established. The influence rule of manufacturing errors and assembly errors with closed-loop gear 

transmission is researched. According to the coupling formula of transmission error when the phase angle is the same, 

improvement measures are put forward to reduce the transmission error. 

2 The working principle of closed-loop gear transmission 

As figure 1 shows, power is input from input axis. Then the power is diverted to two power flows at the first gear. Each 

power flow transfers one-half of the load. The powers are confronted at the last gear. 
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Fig.1 .Schematic diagram of closed-loop gear transmission.

3 Influence factors of transmission error 

Gear error is part of the main reasons which induce the vibration. Therefore, the study of gear error is the most important 

thing. Gear error divided into two categories: and gears manufacture error and gear assembly error. The manufacture error 

mainly includes the gear eccentric error
'

F which leads to the asymmetric load distribution. The assembly error mainly 

includes the clearance 1e between gear axle-hole and axle, the jumping value 2e of the axis and the eccentric 3e of 

bearing,which lead to the asymmetric load distribution. 

4 Influence factors of transmission error 

Equivalent mesh error is the projection of a manufacturing error and assembly error onto joggle line [9]. The direction of 

extending joggle line is positive, whereas its negative opposite. Taking manufacturing error 
i

E as an example, figure 2 

shows the schematic of an equivalent mesh error which is the projection of eccentricity errors onto joggle line. 
i

E  and 

i
A are manufacturing and assembly error. The direction of transmission is which is the direction of gear 1 to gear 

2.Pressure angle is� . 
i

�  and 
i

�  i are the phase angle of a manufacturing error and assembly error. 
ij
�  is the angles 

between the direction of transmission and x axis when the direction of transmission is ij . 
ij
� is the angles between the 

joggle line and the x axis when the direction of transmission is ij . 

 

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of equivalent mesh error. 
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The equivalent mesh error of gear manufacturing error 
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The equivalent mesh error of gear assembly error  
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e  and �  are equivalent mesh error and gear speed. 

5 The static model 

The model of closed-loop gear transmission is as follow figure 3 

  

Fig.3. The model of closed-loop gear transmission. 

The elastic deformation is represented by equivalent spring stiffness. 
i

k is the equivalent spring stiffness of gear 

supporting. 
ij

K is the meshing stiffness between gear i and gear j. Assuming the gear of output shaft doesn't rotation, gear 

1Z  is applied a torqueT . One of the gears which are 1Z , )1(2 S
Z )2(2 S

Z , )1(3 S
Z , )2(3 S

Z  and 4Z   first enter into meshing. 

Then the rest of gears has backlash. Finally all gears enter into meshing with the increasing torqueT . 

Considering the above analysis, the tooth surface load are set to )1(Sij
W and )2(Sij

W   

� �
ijjjiiijSij

rrKW �		
 )1( (7)

� �
ijjjiiijSij

rrKW �		
 )2( (8)

i
r and 

j
r   in the formula are the radius of base circle of gear i and gear j. 

i
 and 

j
    are the angular displacement of 

gear i and gear j. 
ij

�  is equivalent mesh error. 

The formula can be derived from formulas (1)~(6) as 

�� �
�
AijEijij

ee                                                          (9)

Due to the gear of output shaft doesn't rotation, the tooth surface load of output gear can be expressed as 

� � � �
ijiiijSij

rKW �	
 1 (10)

� � � �
ijiiijSij

rKW �	
 2 (11)

)1(Sij
W and )2(Sij

W   in the formula are the tooth surface load of branch S1 and branch S2.  

The load sharing coefficient 
p

� is defined as the ratio of the actual load and the ideal load, which reflects 

the deviate degree of the actual load with the ideal load [8].   
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n
W  is the  ideal tooth surface load.

n
W�  is the error of tooth surface load. 

6 The analysis of the static load 

The figure 1, taking 6 gears as an example, shows the transmission principle. The power is input from input axis 0. Then 

the power is diverted to two power flow at the gear 1Z . Finally the powers are confluented at the gear 4Z .The power 

is transferred from 2 independent branches. The branch 1S comprises )1(1 S
Z )1(2 S

Z )1(3 S
Z )1(4 S

Z .The branch 

2S comprises )2(1 S
Z )2(2 S

Z )2(3 S
Z )2(4 S

Z . The main parameters of closed-loop gear transmission with 6 gears are 

shown in table 1. The phase angle of error are shown in table 2. 

Table 1. The main parameters of closed-loop gear transmission. 

Branch 1S Branch 2S

Tooth number 60 60

Modulus/mm 5 5

Tooth width /mm 200 200

Pressure angle �20 �20
Input speed (r/min) 6000

Table 2. The phase angle of error. 

'F

i
� 1e

i

� 2e

i

� 3e

i

�

1S

)1(1 S
Z

1825� 1825� 1825� 1825�

)1(2 S
Z

1815� 1815� 1815� 1815�

)1(3 S
Z

183� 183� 183� 183�

)1(4 S
Z

1825� 1825� 1825� 1825�

)1(1 S
Z

)2(1 S
Z 1825� 1825� 1825� 1825�

)2(2 S
Z 183� 183� 183� 183�

)2(3 S
Z 1815� 1815� 1815� 1815�

)2(4 S
Z 1825� 1825� 1825� 187�

The manufacturing error and assembly error are 50 m� . The change curve of load coefficient is shown in figure 4 

when it is influenced by individual error. 
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(a) Individual effect of 'F                    (b) Individual effect of 1e

                                                             (c) Individual effect of 2e (d) Individual effect of 3e

Fig.4. The change rule of load sharing coefficient.  

   The figure 4 shows the change curve of each error is same when the initial phase is the same. 

Actually, manufacturing error and assembly error are not equal. Each error randomly appears in the design standard. 

Manufacturing error and assembly error are shown in table 3. The change curve of load coefficient is shown in figure 5 

when it is jointly influenced by all errors.  

Table 3.The phase angle of error. m�  

'
F 1e 2e 3e

1S

)1(1 S
Z 140 4 5 15

)1(2 S
Z 133 5 3 13

)1(3 S
Z 136 6 3 13

)1(4 S
Z 145 3 4 11

2S

)2(1 S
Z 140 4 5 15

)2(2 S
Z 136 4 5 15

)2(3 S
Z 133 5 4 10

)2(4 S
Z 145 3 4 11

Fig.5. The change rule of load sharing coefficient.  

The conclusion can be shown from the figure. 

(1)The load sharing coefficient of each branch of closed-loop gear transmission show periodic changes. 

(2)The maximum load sharing coefficient of branch S1 and branch S1 are 1.3625 and 1.3631.  

(3)Through comparing the change rules of load sharing coefficient, the loading coefficient of two branches are not 

synchronized. Maximum instantaneous coefficients of each branch are also different. 

7 Transmission error coupling 

Due to the transmission features of closed-loop gear transmission, the calculation formula for the transmission error is 

derived. According to the principle of coupling errors, the error of closed-loop gear transmission is coupled, as showed in 

table 4. The change curve of load coefficient is shown in figure 6 when the error of closed-loop gear transmission is 

coupled.  
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Table 4.  The phase angle of error. 

'F

i
� 1e

i

� 2e

i

� 3e

i

�

1S

)1(1 S
Z 187� 1811�	 1811�	 187�

)1(2 S
Z 1815� 183�	 183�	 1815�

)1(3 S
Z 183� 1815�	 1815�	 183�

)1(4 S
Z 1825� 187� 187� 1825�

2S

)2(1 S
Z 187� 1811�	 1811�	 187�

)2(2 S
Z 183� 183� 183�

1815�	

)2(3 S
Z 1815� 1815� 1815� 183�	

)2(4 S
Z 1825� 187� 187� 1825�

Fig.6. The change rule of load sharing coefficient.  

The maximum load sharing coefficient of branch S1 and branch S1 after coupled are 1.2192 and 1.2073. The 

load sharing coefficient of closed-loop gear transmission has been reduced.  

8 Conclusion 

(1)The load sharing coefficient of closed-loop gear transmission have an obvious characteristic of periodic changes.   

(2)According to the error accumulation, the load sharing coefficient under individual error effect is smaller than 

under common error effect   

(3)The equivalent mesh error of every gear has the same effect on the load sharing coefficient 

(4)According to the method of coupling, the load sharing coefficient of closed-loop gear transmission can be reduced. 

The transmission stability is improved. 
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